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 Gras or not, 
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our  unique festival 
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not
 be marred by 
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taking  credit for 
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singled  
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 on Joe Rodrigues
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 and that was without 
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weight man needs 
to do much 
better than his 
heaves into the 
120 area for 
the  discus. 
Last 
week it was the
 dusky 
moose 
again  in the high
 hurdles, 
but 
Moore  of the Olympic
 club 
usually
 doesn't wait around 
for  
anybody. In 
this same meet 
one  
year ago Moore
 set the track record 
of 14.7 seconds 
for the high sticks 
Also in looking over the sum-
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issuing three walk!, and keeping 
well out of trouble except for the 
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Walt McPherson, patrolling the  
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 for Tom 
Coakley's
 Palace 
Hotel  band will sing some of 
his
 
own compositions, among them 
the well known 
"So Lovely and 
So Sweet". 
Bids are priced at $1.25 and 
can be purchased from any mem-
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Naturalist. 
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 bark, 
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that  they will 
show off to the  
best advantage. 
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 according to Dr 
Victor
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